This study examines the lossless compression of an original JPEG bitstream such that spare space is reserved to embed secret data in a file header. After an original image is transformed using discrete cosine transform (DCT), the nonzero DCT coefficients at high frequencies are relatively sparse and their absolute values are small. To improve encoding efficiency, we propose a segment encoding algorithm that defines a high frequency in DCT blocks as the termination point and recodes coefficients separately. The coefficients above this point are encoded in the proposed Rxy code, and the coefficients below it are encoded in JPEG code. Then, to further preserve the embedding capacity's (EC) robustness to different quality factors, we cluster blocks into large 32 × 32 blocks and record special block indexes that are not suitable for Rxy encoding in appended data. Hence, space is reserved for inserting secret data and appended data after the comment marker in a file header. A receiver can obtain the termination point through data analysis, extract additional data, and recover the original JPEG image in a lossless manner. Encoding redundancy is substantially reduced such that a large EC can be achieved with no file expansion. Moreover, only coefficients at high frequencies are recoded; hence, concealment is computationally simple. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method has a larger EC than state-of-the-art methods. Transform domain Difference expansion, prediction-error expansion, and integer-to-integer transforms Compression domain Lossless compression, difference expansion, and prediction-error expansion Encryption domain Difference expansion and prediction-error expansion Journal of Electronic Imaging 053015-2 Sep∕Oct 2019 • Vol. 28(5) Zhang, Zhou, and Hu: Lossless data hiding in JPEG images with segment coding Hu et al. 31 Fig. 11 Concealment in JPEG image Wall from the Kodak dataset: 40 (a) retained image and (b) host JPEG image.
Introduction
Data hiding is a technique in which secret data are embedded in cover media. This technique can be used in numerous applications. However, it has a drawback in that noticeable distortion is caused in cover media by irreversible operations. Reversible data hiding (RDH) 1 can recover host images exactly after secret data have been extracted. The technique is widely employed in the fields of law enforcement, medical systems, and military imagery. RDH for images can be divided into four categories based on the domain in which it is employed, 2 namely, the spatial domain, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] transform domain, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] compression domain, [13] [14] [15] [16] and encryption domain. 17, 18 There are three RDH techniques in the spatial domain, specifically, lossless compression, 3 difference expansion, 4, 5 and histogram shifting. 6, 7 The transform domain includes difference expansion, 8, 9 prediction-error expansion, 10 and integer-to-integer transforms. 11, 12 The compression domain consists of lossless compression, 13 difference expansion, 14, 15 and prediction-error expansion. 16 The encryption domain consists of difference expansion 17 and prediction-error expansion. 18 The relationship can also be shown in Table 1 .
Good performance is achieved with respect to embedding capacity (EC) and visual quality using these methods. These techniques are mostly applied to uncompressed images; however, the majority of images are compressed in Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) format. JPEG compression is the most popular lossy image compression technique, in which most redundant data are discarded. The resulting file size is reduced substantially, and computational complexity is acceptable. 19, 20 RDH approaches for JPEG images are divided into four types, specifically, quantization of discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] modification of a quantization table, 27 modification of the Huffman table, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] and concealment in an encrypted JPEG bitstream. 33, 34 However, most of them cause distortion to host images and cannot recover data in a lossless manner. Lossless data hiding (LDH) can recover host images in a lossless manner after secret data are extracted. However, even though certain methods can restore host images in a lossless manner, file expansion might occur and the increase in file size is almost always larger than the size of the secret data.
To achieve LDH for JPEG images without increasing file size, Mobasseri et al. 28 proposed an algorithm to flip the appended bits of variable-length codes (VLCs) and employed a VLC mapping technique to hide data. Qian and Zhang 30 proposed a mapping algorithm to relate used VLCs to unused VLCs of the same size to preserve file size. Hu et al. 31 improved the algorithm of Qian and Zhang 30 to calculate the occurrences in used VLCs and map them according to frequencies, thereby further improving EC. Qiu et al. 32 constructed an optimal mapping between used and unused VLCs in each category to achieve a high embedding rate. Ma et al. 35 proposed a scheme that used the framework of reserving room before encryption (RRBE). To extend the RRBE framework in JPEG images, Chang et al. 36 proposed a scheme in which a JPEG bitstream is compressed in a lossless manner before encryption.
In these methods, no file expansion occurs, but hiding capacity is still quite small. We propose an LDH approach for JPEG bitstreams. By analyzing the relationship between frequencies and coefficients, we encode the coefficients at high frequencies in a proposed Rxy code and the coefficients at low frequencies in JPEG code. Then, similar to Zhang et al.'s 37 method, secret data and appended data are inserted as the comment part in a file header. The proposed method does not increase file size and EC improves significantly.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: First, we review the previous LDH methods without file expansion in Sec. 2. Then, the principle of segment encoding is introduced in Sec. 3. In addition, we present the proposed data hiding method. Section 4 presents and discusses the results of experiments and compares the impact of different parameters on performance. Finally, we state our conclusions in Sec. 5.
Previous Methods
There are two classical LDH methods in JPEG images with no file expansion: (1) VLC mapping to represent secret data and (2) concealment in an encrypted JPEG bitstream.
VLC Mapping
Mobasseri et al. 28 found that there are 162 VLCs, but only a fraction of them are actually used, resulting in a small reserved mapping space. In their method, a VLC mapping relationship is constructed, and VLC bits are flipped to represent secret data. People who are unfamiliar with the JPEG coding principle cannot recognize any visual difference between marked images and host images using the error concealment technique. Even though distortion is minimized, a slight bitwise difference still exists. This implies that this method is not actually LDH. In Qian and Zhang's 30 method, 162 VLCs are classified into 16 categories according to binary length fC 1 ; C 2 ; : : : ; C 16 g. In category C i of i bits, there are p i used VLCs and q i unused VLCs. This category is denoted as C i ¼ fVLC i;q i g, where u denotes used VLCs and n denotes unused VLCs. Several unused VLCs are mapped to one used VLC to represent secret data, and receivers can extract secret data without extra information. In extreme cases, modified frequencies might exceed 64, which is out of range and will lead to decoding errors. Hu et al. 31 found that the occurrences of used VLCs differ, and if more unused VLCs are mapped to the most frequently used VLC, more secret bits can be allocated in replacement. Hu et al.'s method sorts used VLCs and maps them such that more frequently used VLCs represent more bits while less frequently used VLCs represent fewer bits. The optimization can further increase EC and potential space is well utilized. However, the decoding failure problem cannot be resolved.
To explore more space, Qiu et al. 32 constructed an alternative LDH embedding method using code mapping and reordering. Similar to Hu et al.'s method, 31 they found that if an unused VLC is arbitrarily mapped to a specific used VLC, it will produce different combinations of unused VLC mapping. The EC, EC i;a , in category C i becomes equal to EC i;1 þ EC i;2 , where EC i;1 is sorted VLC mapping capacity and EC i;2 is unused VLC combined capacity. As a supplement, Qiu et al. 32 also used a VLC reordering algorithm proposed by Wu and Deng, 38 which modified the orders of run/ size in C i and constructed a new Huffman tree. For example, 125 VLCs are included in category C 16 such that EC is blog 2 125!c, i.e., 695 bits, which is obtained by rearranging all VLCs in category C 16 . In an alternative embedding method, the maximum EC, EC i , in category C i is equal to the maximum of fEC i;a ; EC i;b g, where EC i;a and EC i;b are the EC in the improved mapping and reordering, respectively. Hence, the EC of the entire JPEG file is EC ¼ P 16
i¼1 EC i . Qiu et al. 32 achieved the highest EC in VLC mapping. However, the latent decoding risk could not be prevented and the capacity was not extremely large.
Concealment in Encrypted JPEG Bitstream
Ma et al. 35 first proposed the RRBE framework, in which a host image is first compressed such that spare space is reserved before encryption, and then, secret data are embedded in the reserved space using the original RDH algorithm. A receiver can extract secret data and recover the host image in a lossless manner such that no errors occur. However, this approach is not suitable for JPEG images because they are already compressed.
Chang et al. 36 constructed a separable RDH scheme for an encrypted JPEG bitstream based on the structure developed by Ma et al. 35 A JPEG file is first decompressed into quantized DCT blocks and divided into individual bitstreams corresponding with the blocks. Then, the blocks are shuffled using a pseudorandom permutation, and nonzero coefficients are converted into binary digits. Additionally, in the two least important bit planes, there is bias in the 0-1 distribution such that spare space can be recompressed. The bitstream corresponding to the two planes is extracted and recompressed in a lossless manner using Chang et al.'s method to reserve the spare space. Secret data are inserted at the end of the recompressed bitstream, and a synthetic bitstream is encrypted and filled in the two least important planes. There is no file expansion, and the redundancy in low bit planes is fully exploited. The quantization table is also encrypted so that a receiver can display marked images, which are slightly deviated with respect to the original JPEG images, using a decryption key. The receiver can extract secret data by utilizing a data embedding key and then decompress the JPEG bitstream to restore the images that are lossless with respect to the original JPEG images. However, encryption modifies the distribution of original data, and only the data in low bit planes are compressed such that theoretical EC cannot be achieved. 
Segment Encoding
After the quantized DCT transform is performed, data are encoded in the form of run, size, and value (RSV) and concentrated at low frequencies, whereas the nonzero coefficients at high frequencies are sparse. Run refers to the number of zeros before a nonzero coefficient, size refers to the binary size of the nonzero coefficient, and value refers to its value. In the JPEG encoding criterion, the zero interval and nonzero coefficients are jointly encoded in JPEG code. For example, in DCT coefficients 0, 0, 3, 5, 0, 0, 0, −2, 0, 0, 1, the following four clusters are formed: {0, 0, 3}, {5}, f0; 0; 0; −2g, and {0, 0, 1}. In each block, the coefficients are scanned in the "Zigzag" mode, which is shown in Fig. 1 . The lowest frequency is for the direct current component, and it is denoted as the first frequency. The other frequencies are for alternating current components, and the highest frequency is denoted as the 64th frequency.
In the distribution of coefficients at high frequencies, there are frequently a few zeros before a small nonzero coefficient. If the absolute value of the nonzero coefficient is smaller than a threshold, no extra bits are required to specially encode the size of the nonzero coefficient. In this case, encoding length decreases and encoding efficiency is improved. At high frequencies, nonzero coefficients are so small that a termination point can be obtained, above which the absolute values of the coefficients are smaller than a threshold. Nonzero coefficients are encoded using the proposed Rxy code for frequencies above the termination point, and they are encoded using JPEG code for frequencies below this point.
There are 162 VLCs for encoding the DCT coefficients, but only a few VLCs are used, particularly at high frequencies. In VLC mapping methods, [30] [31] [32] used VLCs are replaced with unused VLCs of the same binary size to represent secret bits. Additionally, the encoded bitstream of coefficients at high frequencies occupies considerable space in an entire compressed file. However, the number of nonzero coefficients is quite small, and most values are in f−1; 1g such that more bits are required to encode them in JPEG code. Based on the assumption that coefficients at high frequencies are small and sparsely distributed with a large part of the bitstream, we only build a small encoding dictionary of Rxy code specific to the coefficients at high frequencies such that the zero interval and nonzero coefficients in f−1; 1g can be jointly encoded, similar to JPEG code, but the size of the encoded bits is significantly reduced.
The Rxy encoding scheme is proposed for nonzero coefficients, which are either "−1" or "1." The encoding framework is shown in Fig. 2 , where run indicates the length of the zero interval and requires three bits, and x refers to a nonzero coefficient.
In contrast to the form of RSV, there is no size in the proposed encoding form because a nonzero coefficient is in f−1; 1g and size is always 1; hence, one bit can encode the nonzero value. The encoding of run is shown in Table 2 . The zero interval is encoded in the proposed bitstream, and "000" refers to the end of the encoding in a block.
In addition, x refers to a nonzero coefficient with a value in f−1; 1g. It is encoded using one bit; this mapping is shown in Table 3 .
Joint encoding length is decreased by reducing the information entropy of the nonzero coefficients that are only in f−1; 1g. When the number of zeros, M, is greater than six, the run encoding scheme in Rxy code is similar to the run encoding scheme in JPEG code, in that parameter m refers to quotient M divided by six, and parameter n is M modulo six.
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The joint encoding is shown in Table 4 for M in {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.
When M is larger than 5, bM∕6c groups of "111" are added before the result.
We compare Rxy code and JPEG code in Table 5 .
In Table 5 , code length refers to run/size length in binary, codeword refers to run/size code, sum length refers to joint Table 3 x encoding.
x Value
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When a nonzero coefficient is in f−1; 1g, binary size is one bit and rate is 1∕m 1 . Compared with the standard JPEG Huffman table, the rate of the proposed scheme in Rxy code is larger than that of the standard scheme in JPEG code, except for run/size 0∕x. Run/size 0∕x implies that no zero intervals exist between small nonzero coefficients, such as the sequence −1, 1, 1, −1. A larger rate indicates a higher proportion of nonzero coefficients. The proposed scheme is also advantageous with respect to code length; the code length for Rxy coding is almost always smaller than that of the standard scheme, except for run/size 0/1, which confirms that the proposed scheme is more suitable when coefficients are sparsely distributed. When a nonzero coefficient is in f−1; 1g, a higher number of zeros leads to shorter code length using Rxy code compared to the code length in JPEG code. Furthermore, "000," which refers to the end of the encoding, is shorter than "1010," which is used in the standard JPEG scheme.
JPEG code is more suitable in a dense distribution in which absolute values are large at low frequencies. In contrast, at high frequencies, the encoding efficiency in JPEG code is not high because absolute values are small and their distribution is sparse, implying that a large number of bits are required. When nonzero binary size is given, only the number of zeros must be encoded. As long as this number is nonzero, code length is considerably smaller in the proposed scheme. After segment coding, spare space is reserved for embedding secret data in a file header. In a receiver, if the termination point is obtained, each 8 × 8 block can be separated and secret data can be extracted. As the coefficients at both the whole low and high frequencies are not modified, JPEG images can be displayed without distortion. Joint encoding length is decreased by reducing the information entropy of the nonzero coefficients, which are only in f−1; 1g other than in f−255; −254; : : : ; 254; 255g.
For example, coefficients 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, −1, −1, 0, 0, 1 at high frequencies can be divided into four small categories, which are {0, 0, 0, 1}, f0; 0; 0; 0; −1g, f−1g, and {0, 0, 1}. The encoding comparison is shown in Table 6 .
Run/size joint code refers to the bitstream of run/size, the length is different because Run/Size is jointly encoded in JPEG code and Rxy code, respectively, and mostly, the encoded length in Rxy code is smaller than that in JPEG code except run/size 0/1. Value code refers to the bitstream of value, because size is always 1, one bit can encode value so that value code is the same both in Rxy and JPEG code. Then, joint code is the synthesis of run/size joint code and value code, and it shows that the size of joint code in Rxy code is mostly smaller than that in JPEG code.
For coefficients 0, 0, 0, 1, run is 3, size is 1, and value is 1. In JPEG code, run/size is jointly encoded as "111010" and value is encoded as "1." In Rxy code, run/size is jointly encoded as "100" and value is encoded as "1." For coefficients 0, 0, 0, 0, −1, run is 4, size is 1, and value is −1.
In JPEG code, run/size is jointly encoded as "111011" and value is encoded as "0." In Rxy code, run/size is jointly encoded as "101" and value is encoded as "0." For coefficient −1, run is 0, size is 1, and value is −1. In JPEG code, run/size is jointly encoded as "000" and value is encoded as "0." In Rxy code, run/size is jointly encoded as "001" and value is encoded as "0." For coefficients 0, 0, 1, run is 2, size is 1, and value is 1. In JPEG code, run/size is jointly encoded as "11100" and value is encoded as "1." In Rxy code, run/ size is jointly encoded as "011" and value is encoded as "1." The bitstream of these coefficients is "111010111101100 00111001" with 23 bits in JPEG code and "1001101000 100111" with 16 bits in Rxy code. Seven bits are reserved compared to JPEG code.
In the encoding procedure at high frequencies, the zero interval is mostly less than 16 such that 16 Rxy codes can be used. However, in JPEG code, at least 50 VLCs are listed considering the cases that run is more than 10 and value is larger than 1. These cases occur rarely, and even if there is such a case, we can mark the block in which the value is larger than 1 at high frequencies individually. The encoding efficiency in JPEG code is reduced at the cost of considering all cases in which run varies in [0, 16] and value varies in [1, 255] . In contrast, only considering the cases in which run varies in [0, 16] and value is 1, our Rxy code is highly efficient at high frequencies.
Additional Data Embedding
We decode a bitstream into quantized DCT blocks, cluster 16 neighboring 8 × 8 blocks in the spatial domain into a 32 × 32 block, and search for the highest frequency at which the absolute value is larger than one in each 8 × 8 block. After calculating all 16 frequencies in all sixteen 8 × 8 blocks, we select the largest value among them as the termination point in the large 32 × 32 block.
In a 512 × 512 grayscale image, there are a few special blocks in which coefficients larger than one are still at the 64th frequency. These blocks degrade the performance of the proposed method; hence, we record these special blocks and encode their indexes as 16 bits. There are 64 × 64 (i.e., 4096) blocks, and log 2 ð64 × 64Þ (i.e., 12) bits can be used as a special block index. Using four bits of padding "0000," each special block index is encoded using two bytes and inserted as appended data in a JPEG header.
We assume that the number of special blocks is m N . Hence, there are m N × 2 bytes corresponding to blocks m 1 ; m 2 ; : : : ; m N , and we treat the indexes as appended data. This case occurs rarely, and only a few blocks are unsuitable when the quality factor (QF) is 90.
A comment (COM) marker, 0xFFFE, is inserted in a file header, and it is followed by additional data consisting of secret and appended data. A 512 × 512 grayscale image is clustered into 256 large blocks, and we must record these 256 termination points using 256 × 6 bits as appended data. Six bits are used to represent the termination point, which is in [1, 64] , and when the six bits are "111111," they can be transformed to 63 in decimal format, which implies that the large block is invalid because the recoded size is higher than the original size. The size of the secret data is also required in the comment data. The constitution of the additional data is shown in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3 , the first part is secret data and the second part is appended data. The total EC, M, is 7 þ m 1 þ m 2 þ m 3 . Seven bytes are added as marked data, where the first two bytes refer to COM marker 0xFFFE, the second two bytes refer to the overall additional data size, the following two bytes refer to secret size, and the last byte refers to the number of special blocks. Moreover, m 1 denotes secret data, m 2 denotes special 8 × 8 block indexes, and m 3 denotes 256 termination points.
Threshold Criterion
In our method, we consider two as the threshold because only the coefficients in f−1; 1g are considered in Rxy code. Based on the assumption that nonzero coefficients are small with a sparse distribution, we can also consider three as a threshold other than two. However, more bits are required to encode nonzero coefficients. Values f−1; 1g are mostly used at high frequencies, and the number of occurrences of values f−2; 2g is considerably less compared to f−1; 1g. Hence, more bits are used to encode values f−1; 1g. Even if termination points are slightly smaller, more special blocks that are not suitable for Rxy code are marked and less spare space is reserved to insert secret data. Owing to this, encoding efficiency is reduced significantly. In our method, the main idea is to take as few bits as possible to jointly encode the most used nonzero coefficients and the zero interval. When the threshold increases, more cases that occur rarely will be considered and information entropy will be reduced considerably.
Illustration of Concealment
We consider an 8 × 8 DCT block, which is shown in Fig. 4 , to illustrate concealment. The original block is shown in Fig. 4(a) . As block size is small and cannot supply sufficient spare space to mark the secret size and termination point, we assume that a receiver has a known secret size and termination point. A large block size of 32 × 32 in our method implies that only one termination point is required other than 16 points, and the secret size is encoded with two bytes in a file header.
When the absolute value is larger than one, the highest frequency is the 16th frequency and the coefficient at this point is −2. Thus, we consider the 16th frequency as a termination point, which is shown in Fig. 4(b) .
Below the termination point, coefficients 12, 17, 15, −9, 8, 10, −5, 0, 0, 3, 0, 4, 0, 0, 0, −2 are encoded in JPEG code as "10110101101010001101111111011000110111000101 110101000011111100111111100110011111011100."
Above this point, the coefficients are recoded in Rxy code as follows:
For coefficients 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, JPEG code is "1110111," whereas Rxy code is "1011."
For coefficients 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, −1, JPEG code is "1111110010," whereas Rxy code is "1111000."
As the end marker, JPEG code is "1010," whereas Rxy code is "000."
Below the termination point, coefficients are encoded in JPEG code, and this part is shown in Fig. 4(c) . The most important coefficients are retained, and only small coefficients at high frequencies are removed so that basic information is retained.
Recompressed data are "1011010110101000110111111 101100011011100010111010100001111110011111110011 0011111011100,10111111000000." The first part is in JPEG code, and the second part is in Rxy code, whereas original data are "101101011010100011011111110110001101110 00101110101000011111100111111100110011111011100, 111011111111100101010."
Above the termination point, the original JPEG code is "111011011111100111010," which is 21 bits in length, whereas Rxy code is "10111111000000," which is only 14 bits in length. Hence, this encoding reserves seven bits that can be used to embed secret data.
If we consider "1010001" as secret data, the final inserted bitstream will be "1010001,101101011010100011011111 110110001101110001011101010000111111001111111001 10011111011100,10111111000000."
In a receiver, if secret size and the termination point are obtained, secret data "1010001" can be extracted in a file header. Then, the compressed data part is decoded in JPEG code from the lowest frequency, and it is decoded in Rxy code when the decoded frequency is above the 16th frequency. The DCT coefficients above the termination point are recovered in a lossless manner and can be encoded in JPEG code again. The block is recovered lossless, as shown in Fig. 4(d) .
Hiding Secret Data
Using the scheme described above, the following steps are used to hide secret data in a JPEG image by employing the proposed method: A block diagram of the embedding procedure is shown in Fig. 5 .
Extraction of Secret Data to Restore Marked
Image The secret data are extracted in one step. We are not required to decompress the JPEG file. We need to only extract the bitstream with marker 0xFFFE in a file header, and a secret range is obtained according to the two following bytes.
The recovery of a marked image is the opposite of data embedding in that the most important procedure is the decomposition of DCT coefficients. The recovery consists of the following steps: The extraction and recovery procedures are shown in Fig. 6 .
Results
We obtained eight grayscale images scaled to eight bits from the standard library 39 for the evaluation and compressed them using QF ¼ 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, 40, 30, 20, and 10 to create original host images. Secret data were created using a random bitstream.
One measure used in this work is EC, which denotes the size of concealed secret data. The other measure is the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), which compares retained images with the original JPEG images. In the 8 × 8 blocks of retained images, the coefficients below the termination point are only encoded in JPEG code and the coefficients above the point are zero such that the bitstream of lowfrequency coefficients is not modified. The platform used in the experiments was a Windows 7 64-bit system running MATLAB 2013b and equipped with a four-core E3V3 Xeon processor at 3.3 GHz.
There are 64 × 64 blocks in a 512 × 512 image, and we used two as the threshold in most experiments. The experimental results are shown in Table 7 . Our approach outperforms the methods of Qian and Zhang, 30 Hu et al., 31 Chang et al., 32 and Qiu et al. 36 with respect to EC.
Even though previous LDH methods can preserve file size, their EC is still insufficient. There are two types of LDH methods without file expansion. The first is VLC mapping, [30] [31] [32] and the other is concealment in an encrypted JPEG bitstream. 36 Qian and Zhang 30 proposed a VLC mapping to represent secret data. All 162 VLCs are clustered into 16 categories according to bit size and used VLCs are replaced with unused VLCs in each category. EC is small because available unused VLCs exist in a few categories. As an improvement, Hu et al. 31 proposed another method that used VLCs are sorted in the order of occurrence. More than one unused VLCs are mapped to the most frequently used VLC, and EC is larger. However, EC is quite small in a few categories because most VLCs are used and no extra unused VLCs exist. Qiu et al. 32 constructed a method that combined advanced VLC mapping and VLC arrangement in each category. Several unused VLCs are arbitrarily mapped to one used VLC such that mapping capacity is improved further. However, there are at most 162 available VLCs, and the number of VLCs is insufficient. Chang et al. 36 decompressed JPEG images to quantified DCT blocks, extracted data from the two least significant bit planes of DCT coefficients, and reshaped the data to a bitstream. Chang et al. 36 recompressed a bitstream in a lossless manner using the fact that data in the two planes occur in bias. However, as file size increases, the bias in {0, 1} decreases to 0.5 such that no more spare space can be provided.
In this work, we first select coefficients in f−1; 1g with 1-bit encoding, which are mostly at high frequencies so that no degradation of the original image occurs. A zero interval frequently exists between these nonzero values in f−1; 1g, and then, extra bits are required to encode the zero interval. We recode these zero coefficients, thereby substantially reducing redundancy. In the proposed method, the correlation among values f−1; 1g are fully utilized and EC is clearly larger than state-of-the-art methods. When QF is low, the quantization step is large. In this case, even though nonzero coefficients are small with numerous zero interval and the termination point is quite low, more seriously, the number of nonzero coefficients in f−1; 1g above the termination point is low. Hence, EC is insufficient when QF is small. Absolute values increase with increasing QF. Even though the termination point is higher, the number of nonzero coefficients in f−1; 1g above the termination point increases, and EC increases substantially. When QF increases further, there is still general improvement in EC. However, compressed file size increases considerably. Additionally, in certain extremely large blocks, termination points are high and recompressed file size might be larger than the original size. Thus, these large blocks become invalid. We can also analyze the influence of termination points on EC. We calculate the valid termination points as the average for the blocks that can be recompressed. The average points for eight test images are shown in Table 8 . When QF is low, termination points are also low, and original information is concentrated at low frequencies. There are only a few nonzero coefficients in f−1; 1g at high frequencies, and EC is relatively small. Even though termination points become higher as QF increases, more details are retained so that more nonzero coefficients occur at high frequencies and the interval between them is smaller. The number of nonzero coefficients increases and the number of coefficients in f−1; 1g above the termination point increases to a considerably larger extent. Hence, EC increases significantly. Even though there are a few special blocks, where the nonzero values at the 64th frequency are larger than one, we can record these block indexes in a file header as appended data. There are only four blocks that are not suitable for our method in JPEG image Baboon at QF 90, whereas EC in JPEG image Baboon is larger than 10,000 bits. At the same QF, the complexity of images influences termination points. This implies that the nonzero coefficients at high frequencies indicate complexity; that is, the number of small nonzero coefficients increases at high frequencies. This can provide more spare embedding space at the minor cost of increase in termination points. The EC of Baboon is larger than that of airplane at the same QF because the termination points of Baboon are higher on average and more coefficients in f−1; 1g at high frequencies are retained after quantization.
In a receiver, host JPEG coefficients are recovered after the extraction of secret data. It is important to decompress a bitstream into a block using a termination point so that the bitstream below the point is decoded using JPEG code and the bitstream above the point is decoded using Rxy code. The recovered images are lossless with respect to the host JPEG images. The retained images are only constituted with low-frequency coefficients using JPEG code such that the corresponding original bitstream is not modified. Moreover, retained images can be displayed normally because the coefficients above the termination point are zero and the corresponding bitstream is removed. The PSNRs of retained images with respect to host JPEG images are shown in Table 9 . The retained and original host JPEG images at QF 50 are also shown in Fig. 7 . The figure shows that even (5) if the coefficients at high frequencies are removed, the basic information is still preserved so that it is difficult to recognize the distortion of host JPEG images. When QF decreases to 10, the PSNRs of retained images are mostly approximately 30 dB. Less information is preserved when the termination point decreases because of the decline in host JPEG image quality with higher quantization and more zero coefficients at high frequencies.
We perform supplemental analysis using three as the threshold. Hence, the coefficients in f−2; −1; 1; 2g are used for encoding. In the Rxy code for this case, the three bits of run are not modified. The difference is that the nonzero coefficients with values in f−2; −1; 1; 2g are encoded using two bits, as shown in Table 10 . We search for the highest termination point in each block, just as in the basic proposed method, and recode coefficients using the redefined Rxy code to leave spare space. The average EC for both modes is compared in Fig. 8 . In the one-bit mode, EC is improved such that even though nonzero coefficients are limited to f−1; 1g, they are encoded with a shorter length when the Journal of Electronic Imaging 053015-11 Sep∕Oct 2019 • Vol. 28 (5) interval is longer than zero. However, in the two-bit mode, when nonzero coefficients are in f−2; −1; 1; 2g, encoded length is expanded for intervals of 0 and 1. Hence, we use two as the threshold. This causes termination points to be higher but improves encoding efficiency.
We also compared our results on the standard Kodak dataset. 40 There were 24 gray images with a size of 3072 × 2048, which were compressed with QF 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, 40, 30, 20, and 10 as host JPEG images. There were 3072/8 × 2048/8 (i.e., 98,304) blocks, and log2(98304) (i.e., 17) bits could be used as a special block index. With seven bits padding "0000000," three bytes were used to represent a special block index. The performance is shown in Fig. 9 . The average EC at each QF exhibits considerable improvement compared with previous works in general. In addition, when nonzero is in f−1; 1g, the image size of the standard Kodak dataset 40 is 24 times that of the USC-SIPI dataset, 39 and the average EC is more than 10 times that of the USC-SIPI dataset. 39 This shows that image size and resolution strongly affect EC. When the resolution is higher, the correlation between adjacent pixels is stronger, such that most nonzero DCT coefficients are concentrated at low frequencies after JPEG compression. No sufficient spare space is reserved in a block. However, with blocks number increasing greatly, average EC in the Kodak dataset 40 still has a great improvement. The concealment in the JPEG image Mountain with QF 50 is shown in Fig. 10 . Figure 10(a) is the retained image, and Fig. 10(b) is the host image. The EC in the concealment is 78881 bits, and the average termination point is 12.88 . Surprisingly, the PSNR is 40.41 dB, and the distortion cannot be recognized by human eyes. The concealment in the JPEG image Wall with QF 50 is shown in Fig. 11 . Figure 11 (a) is the retained image, and Fig. 11(b) is the host image. The EC in the concealment is 55526 bits, the average termination point is 9.49, and also surprisingly, the PSNR is 39.13 dB, and it also confirms our assumption.
Conclusion
We proposed an LDH scheme for JPEG bitstreams, in which the original bitstreams are compressed in a lossless manner to achieve efficient balancing of encoding DCT coefficients at high and low frequencies. JPEG bitstreams are fragile to Fig. 8 Comparison of average EC for thresholds of 2 (one-bit mode) and 3 (two-bit mode). Journal of Electronic Imaging 053015-12 Sep∕Oct 2019 • Vol. 28 (5) attacks, and even a bit error can lead to decoding failure. The LDH in our method ensures that marked images can be restored in a lossless manner such that no original information is missing in concealment. The JPEG Huffman table prioritizes the preservation of low frequencies. Hence, we also propose a segment coding scheme in which the coefficients below a termination point are encoded in JPEG code and the coefficients above the point are encoded in Rxy code. The Rxy encoding scheme retains nonzero coefficients that are only in f−1; 1g, and it is only necessary to encode the number of zeros such that the encoding length is decreased. Compressed data are further divided into sets corresponding to large blocks in sizes of 32 × 32, which are composed of 16 blocks to obtain the optimal termination point. Thus, spare space is reserved, appended data and secret data are inserted in a JPEG header following COM marker 0xFFFE. Secret data can be extracted in a blind manner from a file header, and retained images, which consist of the coefficients below the termination points and are only encoded in JPEG code, can be displayed at high visual quality. Furthermore, marked images are restored in a lossless manner with low-frequency coefficients using JPEG code and high-frequency coefficients using Rxy code. The comparison of experimental results shows that the proposed concealment is lossless and EC is improved without file expansion. EC is sufficient for a JPEG image such that if there is side information belonging to host JPEG images, particularly target attributes and diagnostic reports, it can be inserted in the JPEG bitstream to be conveyed together. This technique can be widely applied in the fields of law enforcement, medical systems, and military imagery. However, when an image is compressed with QF in {10, 20}, image quality is just acceptable for human eyes and the number of nonzero coefficients in f−1; 1g is small, such that EC improves negligibly or even decreases. In future work, we will formulate another Rxy code that is suitable for JPEG images with a low QF to improve EC further.
